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Using DNA to probe nonlinear localized excitations?M. PeyrardLaboratoire de Physique, CNRS URA 1325, Ecole Normale Sup�erieure de Lyon46 All�ee d'Italie, 69364 Lyon Cedex 07, France(received 6 July 1998; accepted in �nal form 14 September 1998)PACS. 03.40Kf { Waves and wave propagation: general mathematical aspects.PACS. 63.20Pw { Localized modes.PACS. 87.15By { Structure, bonding, conformation, con�guration, and isomerism of biomol-ecules.Abstract. { We propose an experiment using micro-mechanical stretching of DNA to probenonlinear energy localization in a lattice. Using numerical simulations and kinetics calculationswe estimate the order of magnitude of the expected force uctuations. They appear to be atthe border of present experimental possibilities.

In the last few years, numerous studies have been devoted to localized modes in nonlinearlattices because they provide examples of localization in the absence of any disorder. Approx-imate solutions have been obtained for one-dimensional or multidimensional lattices [1] and aproof of existence of time-periodic, spatially localized, solutions, or breathers, has been givenfor a broad range of Hamiltonian coupled oscillator lattices [2, 3]. Moreover, a spontaneouslocalization of energy in such lattices has been found [4]. However, these studies are theoreticaland numerical and, to our knowledge, an experimental demonstration of nonlinear energylocalization in a lattice has yet to be given. The detection of nonlinear localized excitationswith scattering techniques (neutrons, Raman, infra-red spectroscopy) is di�cult because theirsignature in the dynamical structure factor is hardly separated from the signals given by staticdefects, slowly moving domain walls and dislocations or nonlocalized phonon and multi-phononmodes [5]. An unambiguous observation would require a detection in real space rather than inFourier space. The remarkable progress in micro-mechanical techniques raises the hope thatthis is now possible.DNA is a very good candidate for such a direct experimental observation for two reasons.First, as shown by the recent experiment of Bockelmann et al. [6], the progress in biochemistryand micro-mechanics can be e�ciently combined to manipulate a single molecule. Second,DNA is known to undergo large-amplitude nonlinear breathing motions which can be detectedindirectly via proton-deuterium exchange when the hydrogen bonds connecting base pairs arebroken [7] and could act as precursors of DNA thermal denaturation [8,9]. The determination ofthe DNA sequence by mechanical opening was �rst proposed and analyzed by Viovy et al. [10]and then investigated by Thompson et al. [11]. Both studies concluded that individual basec EDP Sciences



272 EUROPHYSICS LETTERSpairs cannot be resolved by present techniques. What made the experiment of Bockelmannet al. possible is that the separation of DNA strands occurs in a cooperative manner, bydomains that involve tens or hundreds of base pairs, and therefore, rather than detecting asingle base-pair breaking, the experiment is sensitive to the fast opening of these domains.This cooperative e�ect is well known in the context of DNA thermal denaturation and givesrise to �ne structures in DNA \melting" curves [12], related to the base sequence. Howeverlarge amplitude breathing motions of DNA are also detected in homopolymers [13] and modelstudies indicate that they give rise to local denaturation bubbles, due to nonlinear energylocalization [8, 9]. In this letter we show that, if the experiment of Bockelmann et al. [6] wereperformed on a segment of homopolymer instead of natural DNA, a breaking by domains wouldalso be observed. This apparent inhomogeneity of the molecule would be due to the dynamicaldisorder associated to intrinsic localized modes. The experiment would therefore allow the �rstdirect observation of nonlinear energy localization in a homogeneous lattice.Our approach is based on a model of DNA which has been introduced to describe itsthermal denaturation [8,9]. Only one degree of freedom yj is introduced for the j-th base pair.It corresponds to the distance between the two bases and the Hamiltonian of a molecule withN base pairs is simply written as the sum of a kinetic term, a coupling energy W along thestrands and the binding energy of a base pair V (yj) = D [exp[��yj ]� 1]2 written as a Morsepotential H0 = NXj=1 12m�dyjdt �2 +W (yj ; yj�1) + V (yj) :The choice of the coupling term W is particularly important to ensure that such a simplemodel can give a correct description of the mechanics and statistical mechanics of DNAdenaturation [9]. It is written asW (yj ; yj�1) = 12K [1 + � exp[��(yj + yj�1)]] (yj � yj�1)2and it can be viewed as describing a link of variable sti�ness. When the base pairs are stacked(yj and yj�1 � 0), the e�ective coupling constant along the strands is K(1 + �), while wheneither one of the coupled base pairs is open, the coupling constant drops to K. This gives morefreedom to the system, thus increasing its entropy, and, as shown by the statistical mechanicsof the model, this results in a sharp denaturation transition in this one-dimensional system [14].It may seem bold to propose an experiment on DNA on the basis of such a simpli�ed model ofthe molecule, but investigations of this model [15] have shown that it is able to reproduce themulti-step melting curves and even provide a quantitative agreement with experiments [16],which indicates that it should be able to describe the features of DNA involved in the proposedmechanical denaturation. And moreover its simplicity allows numerical simulations over longtime intervals which are necessary to assess the feasibility of the experiment. We have chosena system of units which is appropriate for the scale of the experiment. Length is expressedin �A, mass in atomic mass units (a.m.u.) and energy in eV. This de�nes a time unit (t.u.)equal to 1:021 � 10�14 and a force unit of 1602 pN. With these units, the parameters of themodel have been chosen to be m = 300, k = 0:04, � = 0:5, � = 0:35, D = 0:04, � = 4:45which gives a thermal denaturation temperature of 360 K. The parameters take into accountthe average e�ect of the solvent. Moreover the internal oscillations that are responsible for thebreathing of DNA are several orders of magnitude faster than the slow bending oscillations ofa polymer chain. Therefore, we cannot argue from the presence of the solvant to restrict ourstudy to overdamped motions and the kinetic term in the Hamiltonian cannot be ignored.
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Fig. 1. { Schematic picture of the micro-mechanical denaturation of DNA. The actual experimentis symmetrical with respect to the hatched plane. The thick lines schematize the DNA molecule(undenaturated base pairs and denaturated strand) and the spring corresponds to the force lever inthe actual experiment.In a mechanical denaturation, the end of one strand is attached to a �xed point while thesecond strand is connected to an elastic lever. Moving apart the two points with a constantspeed v tears apart the two strands while the deection of the lever provides a measurementof the force F at the end of the denaturated strand. A schematic picture of the experimentis shown in �g. 1. The mechanical device can be included in the theory by introducing anextra term into the Hamiltonian which becomes H = H0 + (c0=2)(y0 � y1)2, where c0 is theelastic constant of the force lever and y0 = vt is constrained to move at a prescribed velocity v.The force F is given by F = c0(y0 � y1). A correct simulation of the actual experiment mustinclude the thermal bath at temperature T which is coupled to all the molecular degrees offreedom y1 to yN while the thermal uctuations of the displacement y0 of the force lever, whichis connected to a macroscopic apparatus, can be neglected. In our calculations, the thermalbath is simulated with a �ve-thermostat extended Nose-Hoover scheme [17].Figure 2 shows the time evolution of the stretching force F deduced from a numericalsimulation of a micro-mechanical denaturation experiment at temperature T = 250 K and a
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t (10   t.u.)5Fig. 2. { Time evolutions of the stretching force F (full line) and of the time derivative dM=dt ofthe number of broken base pairs (dashed line) obtained from a molecular-dynamics simulation attemperature T = 250 K and stretching velocity v = 0:0025 �A/t.u.
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Fig. 3. { Gray scale picture of the stretching of the base pairs observed by molecular-dynamicssimulation of the DNA model. The horizontal axis extends along the 512 base pairs investigatedin the simulation. The vertical axis is the time axis. The �gure shows a time interval of 1:25 � 105 t.u.The gray scale extends from white (y = 0), corresponding to base pairs which are closed, to black(y > 1:5) corresponding to base pairs which are highly stretched or broken. The black region at theleft of the �gure is the denaturated part of the molecule.stretching velocity of v = 0:0025. Some very long simulations with stretching velocities 10times smaller have been performed. They do not show signi�cantly di�erent results because,although the time scale is still very short compared to a real experiment, on a scale of 10 nsthe system has reached a steady state. The force F exhibits large uctuations similar to theones which are observed in an actual experiment with natural DNA [6]. As shown in �g. 2,the origin of these uctuations lies in large variations in the rate at which the number M ofdenaturated base pairs increases with time. Such uctuations may seem surprising since thesimulation is performed with a homogeneous DNA model where all base pairs are the same.In order to explain their origin, it is important to understand that the breaking of a givenbase pair is not purely mechanical. It is assisted by thermal uctuations. This is why themeasured force is always well below the critical force Fc = D�=2 = 0:089 which correspondsto the mechanical breaking of a bond linked by the Morse potential V (y), i.e. the slope ofthe Morse potential at the inexion point. This is con�rmed by a direct observation of thepropagation of the breaking in the numerical simulation (�g. 3). In the part of the moleculewhich is not yet denaturated, this �gure shows the typical pattern of nonlinear localization ofthermal energy [5, 8]. Moving along the molecule, one crosses regions where the amplitude ofthe base pair motions is very small (light grey) and darker regions where the base pairs undergolarge uctuations corresponding to the \breathing of DNA" observed experimentally [7, 13].The important point for the experiment is that these \cold" and \warm" regions persistover thousands of periods of the small-amplitude vibrations due to the stability of discretebreathers in a nonlinear lattice. As shown in �g. 3, when the front separating the open partof the molecule from the undenaturated part reaches a \cold" region it is temporarily blocked,and F increases. Then the build-up of elastic energy caused by the constant-speed motionof the lever that pulls on the denaturated strand becomes su�ciently high to induce a fastbreaking of the base pair at the front, restarting the propagation of the breaking front, whichreleases the stress and F drops. It is important to notice that, contrary to the case of naturalDNA [6], this result cannot be explained by an equilibrium theory that would lead to uniformbreaking due to the translational invariance of the homopolymer. Therefore we must analyze



m. peyrard: using DNA to probe nonlinear localized excitations? 275the kinetics of the breaking.For a quantitative analysis, it is convenient to consider two aspects separately, the breakingof the base pair which is at the front (denoted by its index M along the chain) under theforce FB exerted by the denaturated strand on this base pair itself (�g. 1), and the way thislocal force is transmitted to the lever by the denaturated strand, giving rise to the force Fwhich is measured.The breaking of the M -th base pair under the stretching force FB can be viewed as achemical dissociation along the reactive coordinate yM for a system that comprises the N �Mbases that have not been broken. It is described by the HamiltonianH1 = NXj=M+1 12m�dyjdt �2 +W (yj ; yj�1) + V (yj) + �12m�dyMdt �2 + Ve�(yM )� ;where Ve�(yM ) = D [exp[��yM ]� 1]2 = �FByM is an e�ective potential which has ametastable minimum for yM � 0, corresponding to the closed state of the M -th base pair.The breaking of the pair is obtained when yM overcomes the barrier of Ve� under the e�ectof uctuations coming both from the thermal bath and from the rest of the molecule due tothe coupling potential W (yM ; yM�1). The uctuations transmitted by the molecule have acomplex spectrum and, as shown in �g. 3, their amplitude may depend very signi�cantly onthe position along the chain, which explains why the denaturation does not proceed at uniformpace.A quantitative calculation of the lifetime � of base pair M amounts to solving the Kramersproblem in the presence of a colored noise resulting from the nonlinear dynamics of themolecule, but an estimation of � can be obtained by the multidimensional transition statetheory [18] which gives kTST = 1� = h�(yM � Y1) _yM�( _yM )ih1� �(yM � Y1)i ;where Y1 is the base-pair stretching corresponding to the maximum of Ve� , � is the stepfunction, and the averages h: : :i have to be calculated with the Hamiltonian H1. Introducingthe transfer integral operator associated to the homogeneous part of H1 (j =M +1 : : :N), inthe limit of large N where only the lowest eigenvalue contributes, we getkTST = 1� = 1p2�m� exp[��Ve�(Y1)]�0(Y1)Z Y1�1 exp[��Ve�(yM )]�0(yM )dyM ;where �0 is the eigenfunction of the transfer integral operator that corresponds to its lowesteigenvalue. Although the limit of large N is formally taken in the calculation, actually theresults only depend on the base pairs which are within the correlation length of the dynamicsof the uctuations, i.e. less than 10 base pairs at 250 K. For the model parameters of DNA acontinuum limit approximation for the transfer integral operator is not valid and �0 has to beobtained numerically [8]. The calculation is the same as the one that has been performed tostudy the statistical mechanics of DNA denaturation. The expression of � explains why themicro-mechanical denaturation of DNA can be very sensitive to energy localization because,in addition to the usual Arrhenius factor which already generates a fast dependence of � upontemperature, the temperature dependence is magni�ed by the very fast dependence of �0(Y1)upon T . The function �0 is highly peaked, and Y1 corresponds to a point in its tail where thefunction is small. As the width of �0, which determines the mean stretching hyi of the basepairs, varies signi�cantly with T , the relative value of �0(Y1) can exhibit large variations for



276 EUROPHYSICS LETTERSsmall variations of T . The nonlinear energy localization, which creates the \warm" and \cold"regions seen in �g. 3, induces rapid changes in the propagation speed of the breaking, whichare reected by the force uctuations. The TST underestimates the lifetime of the base pair sothat, for a given mean value of F deduced from the numerical experiment, the theoretical valueof � is smaller than the actual mean value of the base pair lifetime � = 1=v imposed by the speedof the lever. The method can however be used to evaluate rather accurately the amplitude ofthe variations of the stretching force. Simulation data give extrema hyimin and hyimax for themean value of the base stretching averaged over time and over the correlation length. Fromthe transfer integral calculation of hyi one can associate an e�ective �0 eigenfunction of thetransfer operator (corresponding to an e�ective temperature) to each of these mean values.From these functions we can calculate the values Fmin and Fmax corresponding to � = 1=v.This calculation leads to 0:024 < F < 0:050, in good agreement with the simulation resultsof �g. 2.As the experiment is performed by slow stretching, the inertia of the denaturated strand canbe neglected so that the mean values F and FB are equal. But the uctuations of F includeboth the variations �FB due to nonlinear energy localization and the thermal uctuations�F of the elastic stress of the denaturated strand. A meaningful experiment can only beperformed when �F � �FB. This point was examined by Thompson et al. [11] who concludedthat individual base pairs cannot readily be resolved but the stem-loop structure of RNAshould be. The situation of the experiment that we discuss here is intermediate betweenthese two cases, because, as explained above, the force uctuations that we are consideringare not due to single base pair openings, but to collective denaturation of patches of 10 or20 pairs. Treating the denaturated strand as a harmonic chain with a coupling constant K,corresponding to the large-amplitude limit of the coupling potential W , �F can be estimatedto �F = c0[MkBT=K]1=2, i.e. �F = 0:012 � �FB=3 at T = 250 K with the parameters of oursimulation for a denaturated strand of 200 base pairs.In conclusion, our results show that the mechanical denaturation of DNA is not onlycontrolled by base sequence but also by nonlinear energy localization. This e�ect shouldbe considered even when investigating inhomogeneous DNA because such experiments do notgive a direct picture of base-pair binding energies. The pattern is modi�ed by temporarylocalization of thermal energy. Our estimates suggest that a micro-mechanical experimentwith homogeneous DNA would be feasible, although harder to perform than the recent studiesof inhomogeneous DNA because the domains that break collectively are smaller. The lengthof the DNA segment which is required for an experiment is on the micron scale which forbidsthe use of a pure homopolymer. Using biological techniques it is however possible to inserta homopolymeric sequence in natural DNA molecules. The numerical simulations performedwith 256 or 512 base pairs suggest that a sequence of a few hundreds of base pairs wouldbe enough to detect the e�ect of the localized modes. The stretching velocity is the factorthat would probably pose the highest challenge to experimentalists. In current experimentsperformed by pulling on the molecule with a glass needle [6] the stretching velocity is lowand the lifetime of a base pair exceeds the lifetime of localized modes so that their e�ectsare averaged out. This explains why a fairly good correlation between the stretching forceand the base sequence can be observed in spite of the thermal uctuations. We have usedmuch higher stretching velocities obtained with stretching forces of about 60 pN instead of 3to 10 pN in the experiment of Bockelman et al. The limitation imposed by the time scale ofmolecular-dynamics simulations which can hardly exceeds a few tens of ns does not allow usto extrapolate our results with a su�cient accuracy to provide a precise value for the optimalstretching velocity, but it is likely that the most appropriate technique to probe nonlinearenergy localization in DNA will be atomic force microscopy rather than micro-manipulations
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